ACME's project manager Freeda Friendly is notified, analyses the website, determines a price for each language
and returns the quote to Mr Busy by email.

Bobby Busy agrees, and Freeda Friendly starts organising the project, which was automatically generated from
the information provided by the customer on the web form.

Freeda Friendly needs to put together an appropriate team. First she needs a technical expert preparing the HTML
files for translation. She also needs a team of French, German and Spanish translators, three for each language,
etc., and she checks availability of appropriate resources in the supplier database.

Freeda Friendly realises that the in-house translators are quite busy, and only one employed translator can be
allocated to the German project, she therefore sends an email to all other possible freelance candidates.
Meanwhile the in-house technical expert prepares the files and puts from into the appropriate directory.

Freeda Friendly has allocated all her resources (technical experts, translators, revisers, etc), including delivery
dates for each individual involved in the project.

In addition, one of the external translators does not have Quickbench 4, the translation tool she decided to use for
the project, and she makes this tool available on loan to the translator.

Now she needs to prepare purchase orders for all freelance members of her team.

Then she sends the P.O.s out to the team members, together with the files each member needs to translate. The
corresponding directories are automatically generated.

Every two days the translators
deliver a status report of their
work, using ACME's web form for
suppliers.

Bobby Busy from Com.com also
has access to status information,
thus minimising the number of
phone calls he would otherwise
make to Freeda Friendly:

Freeda Friendly checks progress via a scheduler.

Once the project is completed, including quality assurance, Freeda Friendly returns all the files to the Bobby Busy
at COM.com and prepares the relevant invoices.

As Simon Success, owner of ACME, is negotiating a merger with another company, he is preparing a
presentation to give an overview of ACME's overall activities and profitability. He generates the relevant up-todate information via the report module available in the integrated project management environment:

Summary
The above is a case study of the possible use of an integrated management tool for the language industries - the
LTC Organiser. All management staff in a given organisation work from an integrated environment, which allows
for transparency of all processes throughout the organisation. It is estimated that savings in terms of time and cost

for project managers are in the region of 50%, and management levels can be kept lean and efficient. By checking
information entered in the system on a regular basis, the success of projects can be maximised.
This powerful tool allows, for example, the sales force to concentrate on customer relationship management via
the client database and a sales module (nearly ready for release), the project managers to take advantage of the
supplier and project management database facilities, the accountant to import purchase orders, invoices and
quotations into the accountancy environment, and the directors to assess global trends and statistics, arranged in
reports which can be generated from any combination of data in the database.
The release of a web version of LTC Organiser is imminent. It consists of 3 products: the customer and supplier
web forms which allow customers and suppliers to register via the web, and the web version of LTC Organiser
itself, which allows organisations to collaborate from distributed sites. A web server with Microsoft SQL Server
and the LTC Organiser Application Server needs to be installed in one office, and then all other offices have
access to the same database. An ASP solution is planned for companies who do not wish to install a web server
on site.
One of the most pleasant comments or LTC Organiser users has been: "You don't know what you are missing
until you have implemented LTC Organiser in your organisation".

